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Abstract

Significant fluid medium flows such as strong currents
may influence the maximum velocity and energy con-
sumption of unmanned vehicles. Weather forecast re-
ports provide an estimate of the medium flow and can be
utilized to generate low-cost paths that exploit medium
flow to aid the motion of the vehicle and conserve en-
ergy. Conserving energy also has an indirect benefit of
extending the range of operation. This paper presents
an A* based path planning approach that can handle
complex dynamic obstacles and arbitrary cost func-
tions. Traditional admissible heuristics that are based on
shortest distance or time are not suitable for this prob-
lem as exploiting the medium flow to propel the vehicle
forward often requires longer time or distance to reach
the goal. We have developed new admissible heuristics
for estimating cost-to-go by taking into account flow
considerations. The proposed method also selects the
start time for commencing the mission by waiting for
the favorable medium flow conditions.

1 Introduction
Many unmanned vehicles (also sometimes called robotic ve-
hicles) interact with the underlying fluid medium in which
they operate. The underlying fluid medium may contain sig-
nificant flow. For example, an aerial vehicle may encounter
significant winds and an underwater vehicle may encounter
strong water currents. The performance of the vehicle such
as its maximum velocity and also the energy consumption
per unit distance traveled is affected by the medium flow.
Usually, a global path planner is used for searching the short-
est obstacle-free path to a specified goal location. The way-
points generated by the global path planner are often fol-
lowed using a feedback controller in order to compensate
for the environmental disturbances. The rejection of environ-
mental disturbances via feedback controlled actuators may
consume significant energy if the vehicle travels against a
strong medium flow. From the operational efficiency point
of view, the vehicle should exploit the fluid flow instead of
overcoming it. Weather forecast reports provide an estimate
of the medium flow as a function of time. This informa-
tion can be exploited to generate low-cost paths that utilize
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medium flow to aid the motion of the vehicle. Such paths
can save energy and hence be much lower in cost. Conserv-
ing energy also has an indirect benefit of extending the range
of operation. This is especially important in missions where
long term operation is desired. In many cases, the vehicle
has a window of opportunity for completing the given mis-
sion and thus the mission manager can select the mission
start time such that the vehicle experiences the most favor-
able medium flow during the operation.

Let us consider the following scenarios to understand the
implications of the fluid flow on the path:
• Scenario 1: The vehicle takes a straight line path to the

goal and does not account for the influence of the medium
flow. It encounters a strong medium flow during the travel
that impedes the vehicle motion. The vehicle uses signifi-
cant energy to traverse the path against the flow and hence
the path cost is high.

• Scenario 2: The vehicle waits for the flow to become more
favorable. Once the flow is in favorable direction, the ve-
hicle just uses the flow to advance itself and uses less en-
ergy, because it does not generate thrust to propel forward.
The vehicle only dissipates energy while performing mi-
nor corrective action to mitigate spatial disturbance. The
path of the vehicle exploiting the medium flow will be
curved and longer than the straight line paths. The flow
velocity is slow compared to the vehicle speed when it
uses thrusters to propel forward, so the vehicle takes much
longer time to reach the goal compared to the first sce-
nario. Despite the longer path length and travel time, the
vehicle consumes significantly less energy as compared
to the first scenario. Therefore the cost of travel is much
lower. The decrease in the energy consumption means that
vehicle can do several more missions without the need for
refueling.
An unmanned surface vehicle on a long voyage (see Fig-

ure. 1) will need to employ following three types planners:
• Global path planner to compute way points from the

start to the goal location that ensure the collision free
path (Koenig and Likhachev 2002; Likhachev et al. 2005;
Lavalle and Kuffner Jr 2000). Often, only static obstacles
are considered in this planner.

• Trajectory planner to compute risk-aware, dynamically
feasible trajectory (Shah et al. 2014; Švec et al. 2011).



Figure 1: Surface currents in the Atlantic ocean

This planner takes the waypoints generated by the global
planners as input and generates trajectories.

• Reactive planner for avoiding dynamic obstacles (Fior-
ini and Shiller 1998; Fox, Burgard, and Thrun 1997;
Martinez-Gomez and Fraichard 2009).

This paper deals with global path planning under the influ-
ence of medium flows. The main contribution of this paper
is the incorporation of the influence of flow field during the
search for the optimal path.

Path planning for vehicles operating in the presence of
flow fields has been studied in (Reif and Sun 2004; Cecca-
relli et al. 2007). Computing energy-efficient paths for vehi-
cle operating in large environment with flow fields has sev-
eral challenges such as:

• Incorporating time-varying flow fields and its effects on
the motion of the vehicle directly into planning to com-
pute the paths that are dynamically feasible and thereby
can be executed by the vehicle.

• Integrating the uncertainty in prediction model of the flow
field and the vehicles spatio-temporal uncertainty that
arises during its interaction.

• Navigating around complex obstacles present in the envi-
ronment during the computation of optimal collision free
path.

Previous approaches have mostly tried to address the
aforementioned challenges separately. For example, graph
search-based algorithms like A* (Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael
1968) are efficient at computing paths in complex obsta-
cle fields. Model predictive control-based techniques (Smith
and Huynh 2014) are good at computing paths in the pres-
ence of flow-fields. Stochastic mathematical programming-
based techniques (Russell, Norvig, and Intelligence 1995;
Likhachev, Thrun, and Gordon 2004; Sanner et al. 2009) are
good at computing paths in the presence of uncertainty.

We believe that a complete approach that can address
to all the aforementioned challenges include a two step
approach. First use a search technique to compute a

global path that not only avoids the obstacle but also ex-
ploits the medium flow. Second, stochastic mathematical
programming-based techniques (Fathpour et al. 2014) or
model predictive control-based techniques (Huynh, Dun-
babin, and Smith 2015) can be used to compute trajectories
to the intermediate goals lying on the computed global path.

In this paper, we have developed a heuristics-based search
technique to compute an energy-efficient global path from
start to goal location by incorporating the knowledge of flow
fields. Heuristic-based search techniques are relatively easy
from the implementation point of view, cost structure can
be adaptively varied to suit the preferences of the user, able
to incorporate intention models (if available) of dynamic
obstacles, and enforce safety constraints (Švec et al. 2013;
Shah et al. 2014; Švec et al. 2014). The proposed method
also includes a step for selecting the start time for starting
the mission. The path computed by the planner presented in
this paper can be locally altered by the mathematical pro-
gramming or MPC-based techniques to account for spatial
uncertainties. The reported path planning approach is based
on A* algorithm. Traditional distance-based and time-based
admissible heuristics for estimating cost-to-go in A* algo-
rithm do not work on this problem because curved paths are
needed to exploit the available flows. Moreover, using the
medium flow to propel the vehicle forward often requires a
longer time to reach the goal. Hence we have developed new
admissible heuristics for estimating cost-to-go by taking into
account the flow considerations of the medium.

2 Related Work
Several path planning approaches to realize energy-efficient,
autonomous operations of robotic systems in non-linear,
time-varying fields were developed in the past. In particular,
a purely local path optimization technique was developed
by Kruger et al. (Kruger et al. 2007) to allow autonomous
guidance of an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) in
a fast flowing tidal river. The technique employs a gradi-
ent based approach to locally modify an initial straight path
between two given locations according to a predefined cost
function. Similarly, Witt et al. (Witt and Dunbabin 2008) de-
veloped a technique for searching paths in a time-extended
state space that balances the path execution time and energy
requirements. The approach searches over a predefined set
of global static paths represented as splines and is combined
with a local random, simulated annealing-inspired search.
This choice of search techniques, however, does not allow a
systematic exploration of complex search spaces.

Thompson et al. (Thompson et al. 2010) developed a
wavefront based path planning algorithm for an UAV to fol-
low paths that ensure fastest arrival of the vehicle to given
locations through uncertain, time-varying current fields. The
algorithm, however, does not explicitly balance the energy
expenditure of the vehicle with the path execution time,
prune the search space, or account for the uncertain dynam-
ics of the field (contrary to the claims in the paper). Sim-
ilarly, the approach developed by Lolla et al. (Lolla et al.
2012) is also based on the forward evolution of a wavefront
from the initial to the goal vehicle’s states, and determin-



ing a series of states along the evolving wavefronts that op-
timize a given objective (in this case, travel time). In con-
trast to this approach, the technique presented in this paper
prioritizes states during the expansion, which increases its
computational performance. In addition, the use of the free-
flow action allows a variable resolution search. Soulignac
(Soulignac 2011) developed a sliding wavefront expansion
algorithm that computes physically controllable, globally
optimal and feasible paths for a vehicle operating in an envi-
ronment with strong currents (i.e., currents that may over-
come the physical capabilities of the vehicle). Although
theoretically sound, the algorithm is based on the classical
wavefront expansion and as such does not consider the evo-
lution of currents in time.

Garau et al. (Garau, Alvarez, and Oliver 2005) evaluated
several heuristic functions as candidate components of the
A* algorithm. The developed approach, however, is suitable
only for static fields. Similarly, Isern-Gonzalez et al. (Isern-
González et al. 2012) developed a method based on the A*
and Nearest Diagram (ND) algorithms. The method finds an
initial path that is further locally optimized. The A* algo-
rithm was also combined with the fast marching algorithm
into the FM* algorithm in (Petres et al. 2007) that has the
capability of computing smooth paths in continuous envi-
ronments. However, the work does not explicitly address the
energy-efficiency as well as time-varying fields.

Al-Sabban et al. (Al-Sabban et al. 2013) developed an
energy-efficient path planning algorithm for an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) operating in an uncertain wind field.
The problem was defined as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) to consider local, stochastic nature of the field vec-
tors. The algorithm, however, does not explicitly account
for a time-varying field. The work was further adapted in
(Al-Sabban, Gonzalez, and Smith 2012) for path planning
of AUVs.

Sampling-based methods were also used for energy-
efficient, probabilistic-complete path planning. For exam-
ple, a path planner based on the Rapidly Exploring Random
Trees (RRT) was introduced in (Rao and Williams 2009) for
computing paths to realize a long-term, autonomous opera-
tion of underwater gliders.

Long-term path planning in time-varying fields with ob-
stacles is computationally as well as space expensive due
to the large size and complexity of the search space. Most
recently, the approach developed by Fathpour et al. (Fath-
pour et al. 2014; Kuwata et al. 2009) computes paths or nav-
igation functions for autonomous guidance and reachability
analysis of a hot-air balloon in time-invariant, time-varying,
as well as stochastic wind fields. The approach allows space
and computationally (as a by-product of the space-efficient
planning) efficient planning through decomposing the plan-
ning problem into subproblems, and solving each of them
sequentially.

In this paper, we use a heuristics-based search technique
to enable users to easily incorporate their mission-specific
considerations into the path generation process. Our main
contributions are novel heuristic functions for prioritizing
processing of search nodes and thus decreasing computa-
tional time for finding optimal paths in environments with

complex, time-varying medium flows and obstacles.

3 Problem Formulation
Terminology
The continuous state space X = Xη × Xν × T consists of
states x = [ηT , νT , t]T ∈ X , where η = [x, y, ψ]T ∈ Xη ⊂
R2 × S1 is the vehicle’s pose and ν = [u, v, r]T ∈ Xν ⊂ R3

is the vehicle’s velocity consisting of the surge speed u, sway
speed v, and angular speed r about the z axis, and t is time.
The approximated lower dimensional, discrete 4D version
of the continuous state space X is represented by S, where
each state s = [x, y, u, t]T contains position, surge speed,
and time variables.

The continuous, state-dependent motion primitive space
of the vehicle is defined as U = {Ua,uf} ⊂ R2 × S1.
Here, Ua is the set of the vehicle’s thrust-producing actions
in which each action ua = [ud, ψd, δt]

T consists of the de-
sired surge speed ud, the desired heading ψd, and the exe-
cution time δt. The velocity vector of the vehicle at state x
is given by vr

x,t = [ud, ψd]
T . A special free-flow action

is defined as uf = [um, ψm, δt] allows the vehicle to travel
freely with the flowing medium along the current flow vector
vm

x,t for the time interval δt (see Section 3). The discrete
set of vehicle’s thrust-producing actions is given by Ua,d.
Each discrete thrust-producing action of the vehicle is given
by ua,d.

Medium Flow Model
In a real world scenario, it is difficult to have a continu-
ous forecast of natural phenomena (e.g., wind, ocean cur-
rents, etc.). The available forecast is usually discrete and is
assumed to hold for a specific interval of time. On similar
lines, we have modeled the medium flow in the environment
to be discrete and is assumed to vary temporally but not spa-
tially. In other words, the flowing medium for any discrete
time t is constant for the time interval δt (see Figure 2). The
simulation time interval of motion primitives Ud is kept to
be the same as the discrete time interval δt of the medium
flow model.

The time-varying model mf of the flowing medium out-
puts a velocity vector vm

s,t = [um, ψm]T at any time
t ∈ Td, where Td is a discrete time dimension. Here, um
is the magnitude and ψm is the direction of the flowing
medium.

Motion Model
The motion of the vehicle in the environment with a flowing
medium is dependent upon the direction and the magnitude
of the flow. The transition of the vehicle from the current
state s to the next state s′ is determined by the vehicle’s
thrust-producing action ua,d ∈ Ua,d and the velocity vec-
tor vm

s,t of the flowing medium at the current state s and
time t. We assume that the low level controller of the vehicle
is capable of maintaining its heading along the direction ψd
of the thrust-producing action ua,d.

Depending upon the medium flow, the forward veloc-
ity of the vehicle may be boosted or hindered. The mag-
nitude of the forward velocity |vfs,t| is determined by the



Figure 2: Model of the flowing medium.

Figure 3: Computation of vehicle’s forward velocity under
medium flow.

vector sum of vms,t and vrs,t, with an assumption of the ve-
hicle being a point mass (See Figure 3). The velocity of
the vehicle vrs,t can be resolved into two components: let
the magnitude of the component in the direction orthogo-
nal to the desired direction be |vr,Os,t | = |vms,t|sin(ψe) and
the magnitude of the component along the desired direc-

tion |vr,Ds,t | =
√
|vrs,t|2 − |v

r,O
s,t |2, where ψe = ψd − ψm,

and ψm is the orientation of the flowing medium. Thus,
the resultant forward velocity of the agent along the direc-
tion of the thrust-producing action ua,d is given by |vfs,t| =
|vr,Ds,t |+ |vms,t|cos(ψe). The position of the next state s′ gen-
erated by the thrust-producing action ua,d is determined by
[x′, y′]T = [x, y]T + |vfs,t| · δt · [cos(ψd), sin(ψd)]T . Simi-
larly, the position of the next state s′ generated by the free-
flow uf,d action is determined by [x′, y′]T = [x, y]T+|vms,t|·
δt · [cos(ψm), sin(ψm)]T .

Cost Model
Let the cost of executing a vehicle’s thrust-producing ac-
tion per unit time be given by Cta and the cost of the spe-
cial free-flow action per unit time be given by Ctm, where
Ctm < Cta. The values of Ctm and Cta are constant and pro-
vided by the user. Let c(s, s′) denote the traversal cost from
the state s to state s′. The traversal cost c(s, s′) = Ctaδt if the
vehicle arrives at state s′ by using thrust-producing action
ua,d ∈ Ua,d. Similarly, the traversal cost c(s, s′) = Ctmδt
if the vehicle arrives to state s′ by using free-flowing action
uf,d. Finally, let the optimal cost of the computed path τ
from the initial state sI to the goal state sG be denoted by
c∗(sI, sG).

Problem Statement
We are interested in designing an energy-efficient path plan-
ning algorithm for computation of collision-free paths be-
tween initial and goal states of a vehicle operating in an en-
vironment with a flowing medium. The developed planner
searches for a path that minimizes the energy cost by ex-
ploiting the medium flow.

Given,

• the discrete state space S of the vehicle,

• the initial sI and the goal sG states of the vehicle,

• the discrete model of the medium flow mf ,

• the cost Cta of the vehicle’s thrust-producing action per
unit time and the cost Ctm of the free-flowing action per
unit time,

• the map of the environment with the geometric regions
occupied by static obstacles Os =

⋃K
k=1 os,k ⊂ R2, and

• the maximum time duration tmission in which the vehicle
should complete the current mission and reach the goal
sG.

Compute:

• The start time of the mission tstart < tmission that mini-
mizes the cost incurred by the vehicle to travel from sI to
sG.

• A collision-free, dynamically feasible trajectory τ :
[tstart, tfinish] → S such that τ(tstart) = sI,
τ(tfinish) = sG and its travel cost is minimized. The
value of tfinish should not exceed tmission. Each state
s(t) along τ belongs to the free state space.

In the entire scope of this paper we assume that the actu-
ators of the vehicle are able to overcome the medium flow
and the velocity of the agent vr

s,t is greater than the medium
velocity vm

s,t.

4 Approach
Overview
The deliberative path planner described in Section 4
searches in a discrete 4D state space for a collision free,
lattice-based path τ : [0, tfinish] → S from a given ini-
tial state sI to a goal state sG. The path is optimized not



only with respect to its travel cost but also with respect to
the vehicle’s start time tstart (see Section 4).

The medium flow forecast may have uncertainty associ-
ated with it. The A* algorithm does not handle this uncer-
tainty. This uncertainty can be handled by refining the path
by using forward value iteration based stochastic dynamic
programming in the vicinity of the computed path (LaValle
2006). This post-processing can refine the paths to reduce
the probability of collision with obstacles due to the uncer-
tainty in the medium flow by optimizing the expected costs
of paths. This step is outside the scope of this paper and will
not be discussed further.

Path Planning
The deliberative path planner is designed based on the
lattice-based A* heuristic search (Pivtoraiko, Knepper, and
Kelly 2009). The search for a path τ with the minimum cost
is performed by expanding states in the least-cost fashion ac-
cording to the cost function f(s) = g(s)+ h(s), where g(s)
is the cost-to-come at state s from the initial state sI, and
h(s) is the cost-to-go from the state s to the goal state sG.
The cost-to-come g(s) is computed by summing a traver-
sal cost of each action (see Section 3) executed to reach the
current state s from the initial state sI. In Section 5, we com-
pute three different types of the cost-to-go (h-cost) to be used
in the cost function described above. During the search, the
neighboring state s is determined by the motion model de-
scribed in Section 3. We have defined a desired goal state
region SG in the close proximity around the goal state sG.
The search is terminated when any of the expanded states s
lies in SG.

Start Time Optimization
The optimal cost c∗(sI, sG) of the path τ : [0, tfinish]→ S
computed by the path planner is highly dependent on the
medium flow encountered by the vehicle and the start time
tstart. In some situations, it is beneficial for the vehicle to
wait at the initial location sI and start its journey only when
the medium flow becomes favorable. The maximum time
tmission the vehicle is allowed to wait and complete its mis-
sion is predefined by the user.

We find the resolution-optimal start time tstart of the path
between sI to sG by adaptively sampling the time interval
{0, tmission}. We iteratively call the deliberative path plan-
ner to compute the cost c∗(sI, sG) of a path for different val-
ues of tstart. The bounding constraints for tstart are given
by 0 < tstart ≤ tmission. The sampling method begins with
large interval steps and adaptively reducing the time step in
the promising regions.

5 Design of Heuristics
Heuristic # 1
Let s be the current state. We are interested in estimating the
cost to reach the goal state sG from the current state s. Let
c∗(s, sG) be the optimal cost of reaching sG from s. We will
refer to this cost as optimal cost-to-go. Let heuristic h(s) be
a function that provides an estimate of c∗(s, sG). h(s) will
be called admissible heuristic if, c∗(s, sG) ≥ h(s).

A simple way to compute h(s) would be to assume that
the flow will be most favorable during the the vehicle op-
eration. This will enable us to achieve the smallest possible
cost per unit distance traveled. Hence the actual optimal cost
cannot exceed h(s).

Let dist(s, sG) be the Euclidean distance between states
s and sG. If the flow is assumed to be at maximum velocity
vm

max and directly flowing towards the goal, then the total
cost of travel using free flow is given by Equation 1.

C1 =
dist(s, sG) · Ctm
|vm|max

(1)

If the vehicle uses its actuators and travels at maximum ve-
hicle velocity vr

max in addition to taking the advantage of
the flow, then the total cost of travel is given by Equation 2.

C2 =
dist(s, sG) · Cta
|vm|max + |vr|max

(2)

Minimum of the two estimatesC1 andC2 can be determined
to calculate h(s).

h(s) = min(C1, C2) (3)

Heuristic # 2
Although admissible, the heuristic presented in section 5 sig-
nificantly underestimates the cost, so we have designed a
better heuristic that utilizes the medium flow information. In
order to utilize the flow information, we need to first deter-
mine the relevant time window. We do this by first estimating
the upper bound on the time tbound associated with the op-
timal path. Any medium flow available at time greater than
tbound will not be available during the execution of the path.

We compute the cost Cstraight incurred by the vehicle to
travel in a straight path to the goal state sG using its thrust-
producing action in the presence of medium flow. Cstraight
is the upper bound on the optimal cost. Let C ′ be the cost
of a path. The cost of any arbitrary path to the goal state
sG can be represented by C ′ = tf · Ctm + ta · Cta, where
tf is the total time consumed by the free flow action and ta
is the total time consumed by the vehicle’s thrust-producing
action. We are only interested in pathsCstraight ≥ tf ·Ctm+
ta ·Cta. We can compute tbound by maximizing the objective
function tf + ta, where tf = (Cstraight − ta · Cta)/Ctm.
We assume that Ctm < Cta. Hence, we can maximize total
time by selecting ta = 0 and tf = Cstraight/C

t
m. Hence

tbound = Cstraight/C
t
m. The value of Cstraight will change

with the scenarios having different medium flows.
As mentioned in Section 3, the estimated flow conditions

are available as an ordered sequence. Each flow condition
holds for the time interval of δt. In each time interval δt, we
have the direction and the magnitude of the flowing medium
in terms of velocity vector vm

s,t.
We can view each flow condition as a performance alter-

ing condition that lasts for a duration of δt. We are interested
in exploiting conditions that lower the cost of travel. For
each flow condition that we plan to utilize, we need to make
a decision to either execute the free-flow action or use thrust-
producing action. In computation of heuristic cost h(s), we



Figure 4: Calculation of heuristic # 2

select the action that has the lower cost incurred per unit dis-
tance advancement towards the goal.

The cost incurred per unit projected distance traveled us-
ing free-flowing actions uf,d is calculated using Equation 4.

Clf =
Ctm

|vm
s,t|cos(ψe)

(4)

The cost incurred per unit projected distance traveled using
vehicle’s thrust-producing action ua,d ∈ Ua,d is calculated
using Equation 5.

Cla =
Cta

|vr
s,t|+ |vm

s,t|cos(ψe)
(5)

In Equation 4 and 5, the angle ψe is the angle between the
desired direction ψg to the goal state sG from the current
state s and direction of the flowing medium ψm (See Figure
4). We can choose appropriate action for each discrete time
interval δt starting from the current time t to tbound. The se-
lected actions for each discrete time interval δt ∈ {t, tbound}
are sorted and stored into the priority queue EO according
to the cost incurred per unit distance advancement towards
the goal with the least cost action on the top. The actions
are sequentially popped out of the priority queue EO and
are integrated for time interval δt, until the summation of
the projected distance traveled by all actions is equal to the
projected distance to the goal sG from the state s.

This heuristic uses actions that have the lowest per unit
length cost towards the goal from the available time window.
It selects actions without requiring them to be contiguous in
time. The optimal path will have either the same action as
used by the heuristic or will be forced to use actions that
have higher per unit length cost towards the goal. Therefore,
it is not possible for the optimal path to exceed the cost esti-
mated by this heuristic. Therefore, this heuristic is admissi-
ble.

Heuristic # 3
In Heuristic # 2 described above, each selected action is as-
signed cost-to-go based on the cost incurred per unit pro-
jected distance traveled towards the goal. This is a tight
lower bound on cost for thrust producing actions. However,
when free flow action is used, unless ψe = 0, the vehi-
cle does not go directly towards the goal (see Figure 5).

Algorithm 1 COMPUTEHEURISTIC2(s, t, ψg, tbound,mf )

Input: The current node s, current time of arrival t, the desired
direction ψg from the current state s to the goal state sG,
the maximum bound on travel time tbound, and the model of
medium flow mf .

Output: An estimated cost-to-go h(s) from current state s to goal
state sG.

1: Let ti = t be the forward simulation time and δt be the simu-
lation time step.

2: Let vi be the velocity vector along the desired direction
achieved by executing action ui at time ti ∈ {t, tbound} .

3: Let EO be a priority queue containing selected actions ui at
each discrete time ti ∈ {t, tbound}

4: while ti ≤ tbound do
5: Let the current velocity vector of the medium flow at time

ti be denoted by vm
s,ti

6: Cost incurred by per unit length advanced towards the goal
while executing free-flow action uf,d and thrust-producing
action ua,d are given by Equation 4 and 5 and denoted as
Cl

f and Cl
a respectively.

7: if Cl
f < Cl

a then
8: vi = |vm

s,ti |cos(ψe) and Cl
i = Cl

f

9: else
10: vi = |vr|+ |vm

s,ti |cos(ψe) and Cl
i = Cl

a

11: end if
12: Insert vector [vi, Cl

i ]
T into/in EO

13: ti = ti + δt
14: end while
15: Let dG = dist(s, sG) be the distance of the state s from the

goal state sG.
16: dtravel = 0 and Cincur = 0
17: while EO not empty do
18: [vi, C

l
i ]← EO.F irst()

19: dtravel = dtravel + |vi| · δt
20: Cincur = Cincur + Cl

i · dtravel
21: if dtravel ≥ dG · cos(ψg) then
22: h(s)← Cincur

23: return h(s)
24: end if
25: end while
26: return h(s) = ∞ (not enough time to reach the goal state,

thus the node s′ does not lie on optimal path τ∗.



Figure 5: Calculation of additional compensation cost-to-go
for free-flowing action uf,d(s)

If free flow conditions do not exist within the time bound
that can provide ψe of opposite sign, a thrust-producing ac-
tion is needed to bring the vehicle towards the goal. If using
thrust-producing action becomes necessary in conjunction
with free flow action, then the lower bound computed on
cost in heuristic # 2 significantly underestimates the cost
and can lead to expansion of a large number of states. We
have devised an improvement over heuristic # 2, by increas-
ing the per unit length cost associated with free flow actions
to account for use of thrust producing actions. Let us con-
sider a free flow action shown in Figure 5. Without the loss
of generality, let us assume that ψe is positive and no free
flow action is available with negative value of ψe until time
tbound. We will, therefore, have to use a thrust-producing
action to bring the vehicle towards the goal.

In the Figure 5, the free flowing action uf,d(s
′) along the

flowing medium with velocity vm makes an angle ψe with
the desired direction of motion . Now, the corrective dis-
tance the vehicle has to travel to get back to the desired path
is given by dc =

√
d2 + (|vm| · sin(ψe) · δt)2, where d is

the projected distance traveled along the desired direction
towards the goal. To compute the lower bound on the cost,
we want to use the fastest possible velocity for the vehicle.
Let us assume that there will be flow available that will pro-
vide the maximum possible assistance to the vehicle. We
will only apply this correction if there is no flow available
with negative ψe. The best that we can hope for is that the
flow is going along ψg as shown in Figure 5. Let us assume
that the magnitude of the flow velocity is maximum possi-
ble |vm|max within the available time window. Under these
conditions the vehicle’s forward velocity while performing
the corrective action can be calculated as:

|vf
c| = |vr|+ |vm|max · cos(α),

where α = tan−1[(|vm|max · sin(ψe) · δt)/d]
(6)

The time taken to perform the corrective action can be cal-
culated as tc = dc/|vf

c|. Thus, the cost incurred per unit
distance advanced towards the goal by using a combination
of free-flow and thrust-producing action can be given by:

Cla =
tc · Cta + Ctm · δt

d+ |vm| · cos(ψe) · δt
. (7)

In order to compute the lower bound on the cost given in
Equation 7, we need to select d so that the Cl is minimized.
Solving the above function analytically is not possible and
requires application of numerical technique. Please note that
this function depends on |vm|, |vm|max, and ψe. We have
optimized the above function for different combination of
these values using off-line computation. A meta-model (e.g.,
lookup table) has been developed that allows us to quickly
access the lower bound on the value of Cl for free flow ac-
tions. Please note that these optimized values of Cl are usu-
ally higher compared to the values provided by Equation 4.

If there is no free flow available within the available time
window with the opposite sign of ψe that will take the ve-
hicle back towards the goal, then we use modified value of
Cl in line 6 of Alg. 1. The use of this value is expected to
produce much better estimate of the cost-to-go and hence
improve the computational performance.

6 Results and Discussion
Simulation Setup
We chose an action set comprising of seventeen actions
out of which 16 actions are thrust-producing ones ua,d =
[ud, ψd, δt] having desired direction ψd equally spaced from
0 to 360 degrees and constant surge speed of 10 m/s with
respect to the medium. We assume that the maximum mag-
nitude of the medium flow is 6 m/s. We assigned the cost
of executing each thrust-producing actions to be Cta = 6 per
minute while the cost of executing a free-flow action to be
Ctm = 1.2 per minute. We discretized the time with 10 min
interval, i.e. δt = 10 min, which means that a motion primi-
tive is executed for δt duration before another motion primi-
tive can be commanded. This is mainly because the weather
predictions available in practice is seldom more frequent
than δt = 10 min. The medium flow model as described
in Section 3 has a discrete magnitude and direction profile.
The designed scenarios used for performance evaluation of
the developed heuristics (See Section 5) have medium pro-
files that either vary in magnitude, direction or both.

The first set of scenarios uses medium with constant mag-
nitude profile. The magnitude of the medium flow is held
constant at 6 m/s. Specific test cases are:
• Constant flow directions 30o and 90o

• Rotating medium flow at the rate of 0.1o per minute with
initial direction of 330o and rotating medium flow of 0.2o
per minute with initial direction of 310o

The second set of scenarios uses medium with randomly
generated magnitude profile. The magnitudes are randomly
generated in a range of 0 to 6 m/s with rate of change of 0.5
m/s between two consecutive discrete time steps. Specific
test cases are:
• Constant flow direction of 30o and 90o

• Randomly generated direction profile changes by 5o in
each discrete time step. We use two scenarios having ini-
tial medium flow directions of 5o and 45o

• Rotating medium flow at the rate of 0.1o per minute with
initial direction of 330o and rotating medium flow of 0.2o
per minute with initial direction of 310o



Table 1: Comparison of the number of states expanded by
the path planner using the heuristic # 2 and # 3 with respect
to the heuristic # 1 in scenario having medium flows with
(a) constant magnitude and (b) random magnitude.

Comparison of Heuristics
The results presented in Table 1(a) compares the perfor-
mance of all the three heuristics in test scenarios having con-
stant magnitude of the medium flow. The reduction in num-
ber of states by heuristic # 2 with respect to heuristic #
1 is lower for scenarios with constant and rotating medium
flow with lower values of ψe (i.e. favorable medium flows)
because it does not account for the cost of thrust-producing
action to reach the goal after executing the free-flow action.
Heuristics # 3 corrects for this problem.

The results presented in Table 1(b) compares the perfor-
mance of all the three heuristics in test scenarios having ran-
dom magnitude of the medium flows. The performance of
heuristic # 3 is lower in the scenario having random direc-
tion, because in this case it uses best case correction for the
deviations caused by the free flow actions.

Table 2 shows ratio of the cost C1 to C2, where C1 is the
cost incurred by the vehicle while using the shortest distance
path, and C2 is the cost incurred by the vehicle while using
the developed path planner and the vehicle starts its mission
at time tstart = 0. Higher the ratio of C1/C2, the vehicle
saves more energy as compared to shortest distance-based
path planner. The results in Table 2, are computed by ran-
domly generating 100 scenarios for each occupancy value
ranging from 10-40%Ṫhe results show that with the increase
in occupancy of the scenario, the performance of the devel-
oped path planner degrades. The primary reason for this de-
cline is the lack of free space for executing long free-flowing
actions. Secondly, the vehicle has to execute its actuation ac-
tion to overcome large number of obstacles in the environ-
ment.

Results on Example Scenarios
The results presented in the Figure 6, shows the paths pro-
duced by the deliberative path planner in the scenario A at
different start time tstart of the mission. The scenario pre-
sented in the figure has medium flow of constant magnitude,
rotating clockwise at the rate of 0.2o/min. The initial direc-
tion of the medium flow at start time tstart = 0 is pointing

Table 2: Performance of the developed energy-efficient plan-
ner in randomly generated scenarios with varying occu-
pancy. Cost C1 is the cost incurred while using the shortest
distance path planner and cost C2 is the cost incurred while
using the developed path planner at time tstart = 0.

west (i.e.270o). The blue actions are the free-flowing action
and the black actions are the thrust-producing action. Also,
the green circle represent the initial location and the red cir-
cle indicates the goal location of the vehicle.

Now, if the vehicle decides to start the mission early at
tstart = 20 min (see Figure 6(a)), the planner produces path
by initially using the free-flow action along the medium di-
rection and moves the vehicle far west. In the latter half of
the path, the vehicle has to use its thrust-producing avoid the
obstacle and action to reach the goal. On the other hand, if
the vehicle prefers to start the mission late (see Figure 6(b)),
then it can just use the free-flow action in the middle portion
of the path. Finally, the Figure 6(c) shows the lowest cost
path produced by the path planner when the vehicle decides
to start the mission at the optimal start time.

The path shown for scenarios B, C and D in Figure 7,
are computed at the optimal start time produced by the op-
timizer. Scenario B has the medium flow similar to scenario
A, but rotating at the rate of 0.4o/min. Scenario C and D have
the same medium flow of constant magnitude of 6 m/s, ro-
tating anti-clockwise at the rate of 0.6o per minute. The ini-
tial direction of the medium flow at start time tstart = 0 is
pointing east (i.e.90o).

Similar to the results shown in Table 2, Table 3 shows the
comparison between cost ratio C1/C2 and C1/C3 in exam-
ple scenarios (A-D). Here, the cost C1, C2 are the same as
described in the Section 6 and costC3 is the cost incurred by
the vehicle while using the developed energy-efficient path
planner and the vehicle starts its mission at optimal time
time tstart = toptimal. The table compares the energy ef-
ficiency of the developed algorithm with and without start
time optimization.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a new approach for generating paths for
unmanned vehicles in time-varying flow fields. Generated
paths show significant improvement in terms of energy cost
compared to the shortest distance paths. This has been ac-
complished by selecting an optimal start time to exploit the
flow conditions and using free flow actions that propel the
vehicle forward instead of using thrust produced by the ac-
tuators. We have developed new admissible heuristics to es-
timate the cost-to-go in the A* algorithm. These heuristics



Figure 6: Comparison of paths for the scenario A with dif-
ferent start times. The green circle represents the initial lo-
cation and the red circle represents the goal location of the
vehicle. Each blue segment is a free-flow action and each
black segment is a thrust-producing action.

Figure 7: Optimal path produced by the path planner for sce-
narios B, C, and D at optimal start times produced by the
optimizer.



Table 3: Comparison between the energy-efficiency pro-
vided by the developed path planner without start time opti-
mization (i.e. ratio C1/C2) and with start time optimization
(i.e. ratio C1/C3). Cost C1 is the cost incurred while us-
ing the shortest distance path planner, cost C2 is the cost
incurred while using the developed path planner at time
tstart = 0, and cost C3 is the cost incurred while using the
developed path planner at time tstart = toptimal.

work effectively to reduce the number of expanded states in
a wide variety of flow conditions.

We plan to extend the work presented in this paper as
follows. First, we will extend the approach to account for
uncertainties in the medium flow forecast by refining paths
generated using the A* algorithm using stochastic dynamic
programming. Second, we will use an adaptive control ac-
tion space to increase angular resolution when necessary to
improve the path quality without sacrificing the computa-
tional efficiency (in this paper, we use a fixed control action
space during the search for a path). Finally, we will incorpo-
rate spatial variation in the flow field at a given time instance
into the search. This capability will become important when
the vehicle needs to travel over very large distances.
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